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Abstract—The classical switched-capacitor (SC) equalizer is
widely used in battery management systems because of the accurate
balancing and ease of implementation. However, it only achieves the
adjacent cell-to-cell equalization, and its balancing speed and effi-
ciency become extremely low for multicell series-connected battery
strings. Therefore, a delta-structured switched-capacitor equalizer
is introduced to achieve a high-speed and high-efficiency any-cells-
to-any-cells (AC2AC) equalization at arbitrary imbalanced status
for any number of cells. The slow switching limit and fast switch-
ing limit impedances of the proposed equalizer are developed to
provide a theoretical guidance for the optimized design of the SC
equalizers. A prototype for four battery cells was built, and a com-
parison with existing equalizers was presented. Experimental and
comparative results show that the proposed solution exhibits an
automatic AC2AC balancing with high reliability and strong ro-
bustness. The measured balancing efficiency is up to 94.5%.

Index Terms—Automatic equalizers, battery management sys-
tems (BMS), electric vehicles (EVs), switched capacitors (SCs).

I. INTRODUCTION

L ITHIUM-ION batteries are widely used in numerous high-
power applications such as energy storage systems and

electric vehicles (EVs) [1], [2]. In order to achieve a high output
voltage, a large number of lithium-ion battery cells are con-
nected in series [3]. However, due to the tolerance in manu-
facturing, the battery cells may not have the same cell internal
resistance, self-discharge rate, and capacity [4]. These differ-
ences cause the cell voltage inconformity in the charging or
discharging processes of the battery pack. All cells in the bat-
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tery string should be operated within the allowed voltage range,
e.g., 2–365 V for LiFePO4 batteries [5]. When an arbitrary cell
in the battery pack is outside the allowed range, the operation
for the battery pack must be terminated, which reduces tremen-
dously the storage capacity of the battery pack [5]. Therefore,
battery equalizers are needed to balance the cell voltages to max-
imize the available capacity of the battery stack. In addition, the
cost of battery packs can be reduced dramatically, because the
requirements in cell consistency can be loosened when battery
equalizers are introduced.

Numerous active balancing methods have been reported in
[5]–[32]. According to the control strategies, battery equalizers
can be divided into four categories, including the voltage-based
[5], state of charge (SoC)-based [6], pack capacity based [7],
and automatic balancing methods. SoC-based and pack capac-
ity based equalization solutions [7] can maximize theoretically
the available capacity of the battery string, but require accurate
SoC and capacity estimation for each cell, leading to a great
amount of calculation and low balancing accuracy, which are
very difficult to be implemented in EVs. Voltage-based balanc-
ing methods [5] with the intention of the same cell voltage can
be easily implemented. However, this method needs to judge
the highest and lowest cell voltages and find the positions of the
highest and lowest voltage cells, leading to a complex control
for a multicell series-connected battery string. Moreover, this
method tends to cause over-equalization or under-equalization
for a battery string due to the imbalanced internal resistances
of cells. Particularly, in case of cell voltage measuring failure,
the voltage-based equalization will run out, thus resulting in a
low reliability. In contrast, the automatic balancing is executed
based on the natural property of the equalizer with an open-loop
control. In the other words, energy flows automatically from
more-charged cells to less-charged ones without the requirement
of any cell monitoring devices. The balancing current is propor-
tional to the voltage difference, avoiding the over-equalization or
under-equalization. Although the automatic balancing method
does not represent the ultimate target of balancing, it has out-
standing advantages of simple control, accurate balancing, high
reliability, and strong robustness. It is worth mentioning that it is
unnecessary to pursue a large balancing current even for a large
capacity battery string. On the one hand, the inconsistency of
the battery string develops very slowly and there is enough time
to balance imbalanced cells with a small balancing current. In
addition, too large balancing current/power will lead to a large
size, high cost, and high energy loss.
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According to energy flows, battery equalizers can be further
divided into six categories: cell-to-resistor (C2R) [8], adjacent
cell-to-cell (AC2C) [9]–[17], direct cell-to-cell (DC2C) [18]–
[20], cell-to-pack (C2P) [21], [22], pack-to-cell (P2C) [23]–
[25], and any-cells-to-any-cells (AC2AC) [26]–[32] methods.
The C2R employs a resistor for each cell to consume excess
energy from the more-charged cells, which has the clear advan-
tages of small size, low cost, and easy implementation, but has
the serious problems of energy dissipation and heat manage-
ment. The AC2C method only transfers energy from one cell to
the adjacent one, leading to a serious low balancing speed and
efficiency for a multicell battery string. However, it has some
obvious advantages, e.g., simple structure, low cost, small size,
low voltage stress on components, and easy implementation.
Compared with the AC2C method, the DC2C method can di-
rectly transfer energy between arbitrary two cells regardless of
their positions in the battery string. Unfortunately, the DC2C
method only balances simultaneously the selected two cells, re-
sulting in a low balancing speed for numbers of cells. The C2P
and P2C methods can transfer energy between the individual cell
and the whole battery pack, achieving an improved balancing
speed. However, the step-up or step-down conversion ratio of
the equalizer is extremely high or low for a large battery string,
resulting in a low conversion efficiency and high voltage stress
on switches. Compared with the above-mentioned methods that
only obtain the “time-shared” balancing for cells, the AC2AC
methods can simultaneously transfer energy from all the higher
voltage cells to all the lower voltage cells, leading to a higher
balancing speed and efficiency.

Evzelman et al. [26] proposed a distributed bypass balancing
architecture, which achieves the continuous AC2AC equaliza-
tion for all cells, leading to a fast balancing speed. Particularly,
this equalizer can achieve the SoC and capacity-based equal-
ization, making full use of the energy of the battery string.
Another highlight of this topology is the easy modularity.
Li et al. [29] proposed a simple structure of battery equalizer
based on forward conversion. Without the need of cell moni-
toring circuits, energy can be automatically delivered from ar-
bitrary more-charged cells to arbitrary less-charged ones. How-
ever, the balancing effect is very poor, which depends heavily
on the consistency of the multiple windings, including the mag-
netizing inductance, leakage inductance, equivalent resistance,
etc. By comparison, capacitor-based solutions can achieve accu-
rate voltage balancing independent of the capacitor consistency.
For example, the classical switched-capacitor equalizer (CSCE)
[9] only needs one capacitor for every adjacent two cells and is
the simplest one with a smaller size and lower cost. However, it
only achieves the AC2C equalization, leading to a seriously low
balancing speed and efficiency for a multicell battery string. The
double-tiered of SC equalizer (DTSCE) [10] employs an addi-
tional capacitor to bridge the first-tiered capacitors, which can
directly exchange energy between the top and bottom cells, to
some extent, improving the balancing speed and efficiency. It is
worth to mention that Ye et al. [31] developed a great improved
SC equalizer, i.e., the star-structured SC equalizer (SSSCE), to
achieve a high balancing speed and efficiency independent of
the initial imbalanced statuses of cell voltages. However, the

Fig. 1. Proposed DSSCEs. (a) For a four-cell battery string. (b) For an n-cell
battery string.

energy from the source cell must go through two capacitors
before arriving at the target cells, leading to a decreased balanc-
ing current and increased energy loss. Therefore, each capacitor
should have twice the capacitance as the CSCE [9] to achieve
the same balancing current/speed, which contributes to a large
size and high cost.

To solve these problems, this paper introduces a delta-
structured switched-capacitor equalizer (DSSCE) to achieve
fast-speed and high-efficiency AC2AC equalization indepen-
dent of the imbalanced statuses of battery strings without sig-
nificant changes in the size, cost, and reliability.

II. PROPOSED EQUALIZER

A. Configuration of the Proposed Equalizer

Fig. 1(a) shows the schematic diagram of the proposed
DSSCE for a four-cell battery string [33]. In this configura-
tion, two series-connected MOSFETs are needed for each cell
with one capacitor for every adjacent two cells. Except for this
classical design [9], additional two-tiered capacitors are added
to be parallel with the first-tiered capacitors to ensure one capac-
itor being set for any two cells, materializing the delta-structured
switched capacitors (DSSCs). Like the SSSCE [31], this struc-
ture also offers all the direct balancing paths between arbitrary
two cells in a battery string, achieving an effective AC2AC
balancing independent of the initial imbalanced status of the
battery string. Moreover, in one switching cycle, the balancing
energy only travels through one capacitor, improving the bal-
ancing efficiency and capacity. Particularly, the precise voltage
equalization could be achieved without any requirements for
the capacitance matching. Fig. 1(b) further presents the pro-
posed equalizer with n – 1-tiered capacitors applied to an n-cell
series-connected battery string.

B. Operation Principles

Similar to the CSCE [9], the proposed DSSCE is driven by two
opposite-state pulsewidth modulation signals and has two steady
phases in one switching period. These two working phases are
operated alternatively with a high frequency and energy is au-
tomatically exchanged between arbitrary higher voltage battery
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Fig. 2. Operating phases of the proposed DSSCE at VB 11 > VB 12 > VB 13 > VB 14 . (a.1)–(a.3) Phase A. (b.1)–(b.3) Phase B.

cells and arbitrary lower ones. Fig. 2 shows the operating phases
under the assumption of VB 11 > VB 12 > VB 13 > VB 14 .

Phase A [t0–t1 , Fig. 2(a)]: The DSSCs are connected in
parallel with the corresponding upper cells B11–B13 through
the odd switches Q11 , Q13 , Q15 , and Q17 . During this phase,
the redundant energy of B11–B13 is transferred to the DSSCs
with six balancing paths, i.e., i11A –i16A .

Phase B [t1–t2 , Fig. 2(b)]: The DSSCs are connected in
parallel with the corresponding lower cells (B12–B14) through
the even switches Q12 , Q14 , Q16 , and Q18 . During this phase,
the energy stored in the DSSCs is transferred to B12–B14 with
six balancing paths, i.e., i11B –i16B .

It can be observed that the proposed equalizer can directly
transfer energy between arbitrary two imbalanced cells in the
battery string without the requirement of cell monitoring circuits
and closed-loop controllers. Moreover, the balancing among
cells is synchronous.

C. Switching Limit Impedance Analysis

The slow switching limit (SSL) and fast switching limit
(FSL) impedances [34] are developed to provide a refer-
ence to choose the switching frequency. It is assumed that
the voltage gaps among cells meet VB 11 = VB 12 + ΔV =
VB 13 + 2ΔV = VB 14 + 3ΔV . Based on Kirchhoff’s current

law (KCL), the average balancing currents flowing through the
capacitors and cells during phases A and B can be expressed,
respectively, as

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

IC 11A = IC 12A = IC 13A= Ir

IC 14A = IC 15A = 2Ir

IC 16A = 3Ir

IB 11A = IC 11A + IC 14A + IC 16A = 6Ir

IB 12A = IC 12A + IC 14A + IC 15A + IC 16A = 8Ir

IB 13A = IC 13A + IC 15A + IC 16A = 6Ir

(1)

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

IC 11B = IC 12B = IC 13B = − Ir

IC 14B = IC 15B = −2Ir

IC 16B = −3Ir

IB 12B = IC 11B + IC 14B + IC 16B = −6Ir

IB 13B = IC 12B + IC 14B + IC 15B + IC 16B = −8Ir

IB 14B = IC 13B + IC 15B + IC 16B = −6Ir

(2)

where Ir is the reference balancing current.
According to (1) and (2), it can be seen that cells B12 , B13

are first discharged during phase A and then are charged during
phase B. In order to ensure that each cell is only charged or
discharged during one switching phase, two virtual capacitors
C17 and C18 with the same capacitance as the regular capacitors
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Fig. 3. Charge flows of the proposed equalizer. (a) Phase A. (b) Phase B.

C11–C16 are employed to be connected in parallel with B12 and
B13 , respectively. Under these conditions, as shown in Fig. 3,
B11 , B12 only serve as the outputs during phase A, and B13 ,
B14 only serve as the inputs during phase B. According to (1)
and (2), during one switching period, the total input charge qin

flowing out of B11 and B12 and the total output charge qout

flowing into B13 and B14 can be given by

qin = qout = 8Ir · T (3)

where T is the switching period. Based on (1) and (2), as shown
in Fig. 3(a) and (b), the charges flowing through capacitors
during phases A and B can be deduced, respectively, as

aA =
[
aA

out aA
C 11 aA

C 12 aA
C 13 aA

C 14 aA
C 15 aA

C 16

× aA
C 17 aA

C 18 aA
in

]T

=
[

0
1
8

1
8

1
8

2
8

2
8

3
8

−6
8

−6
8

−1
]T

,

(4)

aB =
[
aB

out aB
C 11 aB

C 12 aB
C 13 aB

C 14 aB
C 15 aB

C 16

× aB
C 17 aB

C 18 aB
in

]T

=
[

1 −1
8

−1
8

−1
8

−2
8

−2
8

−3
8

6
8

6
8

0
]T

(5)

where aA
C 1i and aB

C 1i are, respectively, the ratios of the charges
transferred in each capacitor during phase A and phase B to the
total output charge qout during one switching period. aA

in and aB
in

are, respectively, the ratios of the input charges during phase A
and phase B to the total input charge qin during one switching
period. aA

out and aB
out are, respectively, the ratios of the output

charges during phase A and phase B to the total output charge
qout during one switching period. It is specified that the ratio is
positive when the charge flows into the element, otherwise is
negative.

At low switching frequencies, the SSL impedance is mainly
dependent on the capacitor losses [34]. Based on KCL, Kirch-
hoff’s voltage law, and Tellegen’s theorem, the SSL impedance

can be deduced as [34]

RSSL =
∑

i

(ac1i)
2

C1ifsw
=

2.88
Ceqfsw

(6)

where C1i represents the capacitance of capacitor 1i. Ceq repre-
sents the uniform capacitance of each capacitor. fsw represents
the switching frequency. It can be seen that the SSL impedance
directly represents the capacitor losses due to the charging and
discharging of capacitors, which is inversely proportional to the
switching frequency fsw.

At high switching frequencies, the FSL impedance is domi-
nated by the resistances of switches and interconnect. As shown
in Fig. 3(a) and (b), the charges flowing through the switches
during phases A and B can be given by

ar = [aA
r11 aB

r12 aA
r13 aB

r14 aA
r15 aB

r16 aA
r17 aB

r18 ]T

=
[

6
8

6
8

2
8

2
8

−2
8

−2
8

−6
8

−6
8

]T

(7)

where ar1i represents the charge flowing through the switch
during the single switching phase when the switch is ON. The
total loss of the proposed equalizer at higher frequencies is the
sum of the switch losses [34]. Thus, the FSL resistance can be
given by

RFSL =
∑

i

R1i(ar1i)
2

D1i
(8)

where R1i is the resistance of switch 1i. D1i is the duty cycle
for switch 1i.

At D1i = 50% , the FSL impedance can be derived as
follows:

RFSL = 2
∑

i

Ri(ar1i)
2 = 5Req (9)

where Req is the equivalent resistance of each switch, includ-
ing the ON-state resistance and the interconnect resistance. It
can be seen that the FSL impedance mainly represents the re-
sistive conduction loss, which is independent of the switching
frequency.

From (6) and (9), it can be concluded that the impedance of
the proposed equalizer mainly depends on the charges flowing
through the capacitors and switches.

Analogously, the SSL and FSL impedances of the CSCE [9],
DTSCE [10], and SSSCE [31] can be derived. In order to achieve
a fair comparison, it is assumed that each equalizer has the
same total capacitance of capacitors, i.e., Ctotal = 79.2 μF. As a
consequence, the capacitance of one capacitor of the CSCE [9],
DTSCE [10], SSSCE [31], and proposed solution is 26.4, 19.8,
19.8, and 13.2 μF, respectively. Fig. 4 shows the impedance
comparison of the proposed equalizer with the traditional SC
methods versus the switching frequency at Req = 0.3 Ω. It can
be observed that the CSCE [9] has the largest SSL impedance
because it can only transfer energy between two adjacent cells.
The impedance of the DTSCE [10] is reduced significantly by
introducing the second-tiered capacitor. The capacitors of the
SSSCE [31] are connected in star, leading to a further decrease
in impedance. By compassion, the proposed equalizer has the
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Fig. 4. Switching impedances of the proposed equalizer and the traditional
SC methods versus the switching frequency.

Fig. 5. Modularized structure of the proposed equalizer.

smallest impedance because of the delta-structured capacitors,
resulting in a larger balancing current and a higher balancing
efficiency. Moreover, the proposed equalizer has a smaller FSL
impedance than the CSCE [9] and DTSCE [10]. It can be noted
that the SSL impedance of the proposed equalizer will intersect
with the FSL impedance at the frequency of 145 kHz, where the
theoretical smallest impedance is achieved. However, the real
switching frequency should be lower than the theoretical value
due to the influence of the stray inductances.

D. Modularization Method of the Proposed DSSCE

Fig. 5 shows the modularized structure of the proposed equal-
izer, which includes m battery modules and n cells in each mod-
ule. In this configuration, m inner module equalizers are set for
m battery modules, to achieve the cell balancing of each battery
module. In addition, due to each battery module regarded as
a high-voltage battery cell, another outer module equalizer is
set for the whole battery pack to achieve the balancing among
battery modules. Therefore, the global AC2AC equalization
for a multimodule battery string can be easily achieved by
this module-based architecture. Although the maximum volt-
age stress on very few capacitors in the outer module equalizer
is equal to the overall voltage of the battery pack, the voltage
stress on the most capacitors in the inner module equalizers can
be reduced dramatically. In summary, by modularizing a long

Fig. 6. Experiment setup for four LiFePO4 cells.

Fig. 7. Experimental waveforms at the switching frequency of f = 50 kHz.

battery string into a small number of battery modules, it can
ensure that the design for a long battery string is more easy and
flexible with a lower voltage stress on components, leading to a
higher reliability.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 6 shows a photograph of the proposed DSSCE applied
to eight 1100-mAh LiFePO4 cells. To constitute the DSSCs,
13.2 μF/10.6 mΩ film capacitors are implemented. A dSPACE
was used for the digital controller. The balancing efficiency was
calculated based on the total input and output powers of cells,
which were measured by the YOKOGAWA WT1800 Precision
Power Analyzer.

Fig. 7 shows the experimental waveforms of the proposed
DSSCE at the switching frequency of f = 50 kHz, which agree
with the theoretical analyses. Table I further presents the SSL
impedances and measured rms currents of the proposed equal-
izer at different frequencies. It can be seen that at a lower switch-
ing frequency, e.g., 10 kHz, the balancing current is smaller due
to the larger SSL impedance, i.e., 21.8 Ω. At a higher switching
frequency, e.g., 100 kHz, the equivalent impedance is decided
by the stray inductance in the circuit [35], also resulting in a
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TABLE I
SWITCHING IMPEDANCES AND MEASURED RMS CURRENTS OF THE PROPOSED

EQUALIZER AT DIFFERENT SWITCHING FREQUENCIES

Fig. 8. Measured balancing efficiency η as a function of power at different
frequencies.

smaller balancing current, i.e., 304.0 mA. By comparison, the
smaller SSL impedances, i.e., 4.4–8.7 Ω and larger balancing
currents, i.e., 441–455 mA are achieved between 25 and 50 kHz.

Fig. 8 shows the measured efficiency η at different fre-
quencies. It can be observed that due to the lower equiva-
lent impedance, the proposed equalizer has higher efficien-
cies at 25 kHz. Moreover, the balancing efficiency curve be-
comes much flatter, which is over 90% at the output power
changing from 0.31–1.90 W. Particularly, the peak efficiency
is obtained as 94.5% when the output power is 0.91 W. Nev-
ertheless, as the switching frequency decreases to 10 kHz or
increases to 100 kHz, the balancing efficiency decreases sig-
nificantly due to the larger equivalent impedance. This agrees
well with the above-mentioned switching limit impedance
analysis.

Fig. 9 presents the balancing results for four LiFePO4 cells
with different cell voltage distributions at f = 25 kHz. The ini-
tial cell voltages are 3.215, 3.160, 3.120, and 2.653 V. It can
be observed that the proposed equalizer achieves a steady bal-
ancing performance with the same balancing time, i.e., 3500 s,
almost the same balanced voltage, i.e., about 3.112 V, and al-
most the same voltage gap, i.e., about 7 mV, regardless of the
imbalanced cases of the series-connected battery string.

Fig. 10 shows the experimental results for four LiFePO4 cells
at 10 and 100 kHz. The cells have the same initial cell voltages,
as shown in Fig. 9(a). It can be observed that the balancing times
become longer and the balanced voltages become lower due to
the larger switching impedances at too low or high switching
frequencies.

Fig. 11 shows the dynamic balancing results during battery
constant-current charging and discharging. It can be seen that
the proposed equalizer can ensure all the cells almost identi-
cally charged or discharged even though the battery string has a
large initial voltage gap among cells. The consistency of the bat-
tery string during charging or discharging is greatly improved,
showing a good dynamic balancing performance. It can be con-

Fig. 9. Experimental results for four LiFePO4 cells at f = 25 kHz.
(a)–(d) With different cell voltage distributions.

cluded that the proposed equalizer has strong robustness and
can be applied to any battery working state, e.g., rest, charging,
or discharging.

Fig. 12 shows the comparative experimental results with the
CSCE [9] and SSSCE [31], which have the same initial cell
voltages, as shown in Fig. 9(a). As shown in Fig. 12(a), the
CSCE [9] only transfers energy from one cell to the adjacent
cell(s), leading to a longer balancing time, i.e., 20 000 s and
a lower balanced voltage of 3.082 V. As shown in Fig. 12(b),
the SSSCE [31] can simultaneously balance all the cell voltages
to the average value. The total balancing time is reduced to
5000 s with the balanced voltage of 3.089 V. Compared with the
balancing result shown in Fig. 9(a), it can be concluded that the
proposed method has the clear advantages over the conventional
SC ones in the balancing speed and efficiency.
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Fig. 10. Experimental results for four LiFePO4 cells at different switching
frequencies. (a) At f = 10 kHz. (b) At f = 100 kHz.

Fig. 11. Dynamic balancing results for four LiFePO4 cells. (a) Battery charg-
ing. (b) Battery discharging.

IV. COMPARISON WITH CONVENTIONAL

BATTERY EQUALIZERS

In order to identify the benefits of the proposed scheme,
Tables II and III present a comparison of the proposed equal-
izer with the traditional solutions in terms of the components
and the balancing performances, respectively. It is assumed that
the battery string has 96 cells connected in series with 12 bat-
tery modules and 8 cells in one battery module. The component
numbers and balancing performances of all the equalizers are
calculated and evaluated based on the modularization method
shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 12. Experimental results for four LiFePO4 cells with the conventional
SC methods. (a) CSCE [9]. (b) SSSCE [31].

In order to make a fair comparison, the size and cost of the
equalizers are evaluated at the same balancing power. Therefore,
the circuit size and cost mainly depend on the number of com-
ponents, including MOSFETs (M), resistors (R), inductors (L),
capacitors (C), diodes (D), and transformers (T). Particularly,
a quantitative cost comparison can be achieved by calculating
the total price of each equalizer [21]. In Table III, seven indexes
are employed to evaluate the balancing performances, which are
the balancing efficiency, current, mode, control strategy, switch
stress, capacitor stress, and reliability. Mode is evaluated ac-
cording to the balancing paths, i.e., AC2C, DC2C, P2C, C2P,
and AC2AC. Control strategy is evaluated according to voltage-
based, SoC-based, and automatic balancing methods. The re-
liability is approximately evaluated according to the number
of components and the voltage stress on components, which
is scored by “excellent (E),” “very good (VG),” “good (G),”
“satisfactory (S),” and “poor (P).”

Compared with the SC-based equalizers, the CSCE [9] has
the obvious advantages of smaller size, lower cost, lower volt-
age stress on capacitors and switches, i.e., 3.2 V. However, the
biggest problem is that energy is only transferred between two
adjacent cells, leading to a higher SSL impedance and smaller
balancing current, i.e., 0.13 A.

The DTSCE [10] and the chain structure of SC equalizer
(CSSCE) [11] employ an additional capacitor to achieve the
opportunity to exchange charge directly between the top cell
and the bottom one, resulting in a significant reduction in
the SSL impedance and an increased balancing current, i.e.,
0.25 A. In addition, the CSSCE [11] has a higher voltage stress
on the additional switches, i.e., 304 V, while the DTSCE [10]
withstands a higher voltage stress on the added capacitor, i.e.,
304 V, leading to a lower reliability.

The series–parallel structure of SC equalizer (SPSSCE) [30]
and the SSSCE [31] realize the automatic AC2AC balancing
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED EQUALIZER WITH THE TRADITIONAL SOLUTIONS IN TERMS OF COMPONENTS

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED EQUALIZER WITH THE TRADITIONAL SOLUTIONS IN TERMS OF BALANCING PERFORMANCES

under any imbalance circumstance, leading to a smaller SSL
impedance and a larger balancing current, i.e., 0.29 A. However,
the SPSSCE [30] has the main disadvantages of a higher cost and
poor reliability due to the need of a larger number of switches
and a higher voltage stress on switches, i.e., 152 V. The SSSCE
[31] has a lower voltage stress on switches, i.e., 3.2 V, but has a
higher voltage stress, i.e., 152 V on capacitors. Particularly, the
energy must travel through two capacitors before arriving at the
target cells, leading to a decreased balancing efficiency.

In summary, the existing SC-based solutions have the clear
advantages of automatic, simultaneous and accurate balancing,
and ease of implementation, but also have some limitations. For
example, the CSCE and DTSCE have a lower balancing speed
and efficiency dependent on the initial imbalanced cases of the
cell voltages. The CSSCE and SPSSCE need more MOSFETs
with a higher voltage stress, resulting in a lower reliability.

Compared with the non-SC equalizers, the dissipative equal-
izer [8] is the one being widely used in EVs, which has the
advantages of small size and low cost. However, the energy is
consumed instead of being transferred to the lower energy cells,
so the balancing efficiency is 0.

A zero current switching (ZCS) SC equalizer [12] uses a
capacitor and an inductor for every two adjacent cells, which is
heavier and larger compared with the CSCE [9]. As the name
implies, the main advantage of this method is the zero switching
loss and the low switch current stress. However, due to the AC2C
equalization, the balancing efficiency and speed would become
lower as the cell number increases.

The buck–boost converter [14] can achieve the automatic and
simultaneous balancing between every two adjacent cells with a
simple control. The main advantage is the modularization design
and low voltage stress on switches. However, this method needs
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a large number of switches and inductors, leading to a larger
size and higher cost.

The distributed equalizer [26] can realize the AC2AC equal-
ization with a 10-A balancing current for one cell. Therefore,
this method has the fastest balancing speed. It is worth men-
tioning that this approach can realize the SoC-based balancing
for the battery string, which maximizes the available capacity of
the battery string. Another advantage is its modularity, allowing
easy system extension to a larger number of cells. However,
one dc–dc bypass converter is needed for each cell, leading
to a higher cost. Moreover, the balancing energy must travel
through two bypass converters from the source cell to the target
one, leading to a reduced balancing efficiency.

The time-shared flyback converter [21] can achieve the C2P
equalization using a single transformer. Nonetheless, this topol-
ogy requires a large quantity of MOSFET switches as well as
diodes and needs voltage-monitoring circuits to decide which
cell has the highest voltage, resulting in a larger size, higher
cost, and more complex control. Moreover, the balancing speed
is lower due to the time-shared equalization for cells.

The forward conversion method [29] only needs one MOSFET

for one cell, leading to a lower cost, and can realize automatic
and simultaneous voltage equalization among cells without the
requirement of cell monitoring circuits, resulting in a higher
balancing speed and efficiency. However, this solution requires
a multiwinding transformer for a battery string, leading to the
mismatching of multiple windings and bulk size. Thus, the main
disadvantages are the low reliability and poor balancing effect.

Compared with the existing equalizers, the proposed solu-
tion is an improvement of the conventional SC methods, which
achieves the automatic AC2AC balancing with a larger balanc-
ing current, i.e., 0.46 A and higher balancing efficiency, i.e.,
94.5% without significant changes compared with the conven-
tional SC equalizers. The proposed equalizer has also some
advantages over the non-SC topologies, e.g., the higher balanc-
ing efficiency, ease of control, automatic AC2AC equalization,
high-accuracy equalization, etc. However, the disadvantages are
that the proposed solution needs more capacitors with higher
voltage stress.

V. CONCLUSION

The objective of this paper is to introduce a cost-effective bal-
ancing topology without significant increases in hardware and
control compared with the classical SC equalizer so that it can
meet the application requirements of EVs for performance, relia-
bility, size, and cost. A DSSCE was proposed and a prototype for
four cells was tested. The configuration of the proposed equal-
izer, operation principles, SSL and SFL impedance analysis,
balancing performances, and comparison with the conventional
methods were presented. The limit impedance analysis showed
the proposed equalizer had smaller SSL impedance than the
conventional SC methods, leading to a higher balancing effi-
ciency and speed. Experimental results demonstrated that the
proposed system achieved the fast AC2AC equalization, which
was independent of the cell number and the initial imbalanced
statuses of battery strings.
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